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October 1, 1973

Roger Ray, Assistant Manager

For Operations, NV BEST COPY AVAILABLE
MARSHALL ISLANDS RESEARCH VESSEL

With reference to my memo dated September 7 there is enclosed
two copies each of the following estimates.

1. Environmental Marine Biological Laboratory
(Dr. Helfrich).

2. Lawrence Liveymore Laboratory (Dr. Noshkin).

3. University of Washington Laboratory of Radiation
Ecology (Dr. Seymour).

Please note each of these three estimates cover identical items for
use by all three Users, in particular the laboratory trailer, the
berthing trailer and certain items of the special equipment. In this
jight it is Streenan's opinion and recommendation that rather than
outfit the LCU with separate trailers and componente for each of the
three Users, that they he consolidated and made ef common use for
each of the Users. This should reduce the estimates considerably
and the overall cost of outfitting the LCU. Also it is suggested that
the berthing trailer be obtained through excess channels. As Streenan
recalls there may be bunk trailers available from NV assets.

Streenan aleo strongly recommends that e meeting be held with the
four Users to attempt to consolidate all requirements, and to assure
that the LCU is outfitted to fulfill all their needs. Such a meeting
could be held either in Las Vegas or Honolulu.
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R, Ray, NY =2- October i, 1973

Should you need additional information on this project, please call
Streensn or myself.

Moe pate

William B. Hills

EPB-593 Director

Enclosures:

As indicated

ce: M.H. Gates, NV, w/o encis
Dr. N.¥. Barr, DBER, w/o encls
Dr. P. Helfrich, EMBL, w/encis

Dr. R. Conard, BNL, w/e encls

bee: W.K. Streenan, PASO, w/encls


